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1. High quality information sharing

1. What's your name? 

Tara Leitch

2. Low-quality information share: Look back and find a piece you've shared, or seen shared by someone else that wasn't an
effective share. It may not have been effective because it lacked sources and adequate research references in the article,
it was sensationalist and from a junky "health" website with a million pop-ups on it, you didn't share why you cared about
the article nor did you offer any solutions. If you're going to get people buying into what you're sharing, you need to go deep
and explain your thinking. This opens you up for critique but it's par for the course and I always say, you should use that as
a fire in the belly to be well researched, well thought out and always offering solutions. Upload your file as a screengrab that
shows the headline, publication and your accompanying text (even if there wasn't any because that's why it wasn't a good
share if that makes sense. I don't need the full article as you'll be explaining why it wasn't a good share in the next question,
so just the screengrab of the social media share. 
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3. What was not ideal about this share?  (was it tone/research quality/lack of framing by the person who shared
it/yourself/fear-eliciting without solutions...)

This information share was of poor quality. The post contained no supporting text to engage the reader in the topic or to spark
their interest in clicking the link shared. Whilst the post listed 5 harmful chemicals used in skincare, there was no explanation
as to why they are to be avoided nor were some simple swaps included. Furthermore, when the reader clicks on the link to
find out more information they are unable to read or access the article without becoming a member of the site. Therefore, this
post fails to engage readers or truly share meaningful information or solutions. 

4. Now share a link (not a screengrab this time, the actual link just pasted into the text box) to a high-quality article on the
same subject or closely related, that you'd like to share on social media with friends, family or your community, in the text
box.

https://cerch.berkeley.edu/research-programs/hermosa-study 

https://news.berkeley.edu/2016/03/07/cosmetics-chemicals/

5. What is the accompanying text you'd share with it? 

Have you ever wondered about what's in your skincare and how safe the ingredients are? It's something I've been thinking
about lately after learning that many cosmetics actually contain endocrine disrupting chemicals. These chemicals are thought
to mimic hormones and send them all out of whack- no thank you.

Learning about these chemicals has led me to do some more research into the topic and I came across this really interesting
research article (I've linked it here if you fancy a read) which looked at teenage girls and the chemical levels in their bodies
from their cosmetics. They looked at four chemicals (parabens, phthalates, triclosan and oxybenzone) which are all pretty
prevalent in many cosmetics- think moisturisers, creams, face care, make up, soap, toothpaste and more. 

First up the researchers used urine testing to see if in fact these endocrine disrupting chemicals were showing up inside the
girls bodies (not just on their skin) and they were! Next they swapped out the girls cosmetics with low tox alternatives and
retested their urine levels to see what the chemicals were doing. After just three days of using the low tox products the
chemical levels in their bodies- for all four chemicals- were reduced by a whopping 25-45%! 

I found this study to be quite empowering. Learning about these endocrine chemicals and what they can do to our bodies can
be pretty overwhelming- we all use some kind of cosmetic and skin care products every day. To learn that these chemicals
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can be reduced in the body so quickly with some product swaps is fantastic news!

So what can we do? I'd start by avoiding parabens, phthalates, triclosan and oxybenzon- and swapping out your products to
low tox alternatives one at a time Some brands I love that are low tox and contain no hormone disrupting chemicals are
Weleda, Dr Bronners, and Black Chicken. Two online stores that are passionate about providing low tox products that I
regularly use are Biome and Nourished Life- you can find a broad range of skin care, makeup, cosmetics and more.

6. What are some of the reasons that made this a better share of the same topic? 

The links provided are from a reputable source; a University website as opposed to a commercial site. The website itself is
professional; there are no pop up ads or advertising. 

The information share is clearly from a funded scientific research project; the study details and findings are evident and there
are links to further information and scientific papers. 

The accompanying text to the post shared information about chemicals to avoid in cosmetics, why they are best to be avoided,
talked about a scientific research project on the subject matter, provided links to continue reading on the matter, and also
shared some solutions and tips on how to move towards making some low tox swaps. 
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